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FY12 Scholarships
Name of Scholarship  Spending Available Actual Spent
Number of Students 
Awarded
Access to Education 1 (A2E1) 169,000.00$               117,500.00$               146
Access to Education 2 (A2E2) 260,000.00$               134,000.00$               69
Access to Education 3 (A2E3) 415,113.00$               426,872.69$               273
Access to Education Work Study (A2EWS) 120,000.00$               21,625.36$                 23
Achieving, Celebrating and Excelling (ACE) Award 68,400.00$                 68,000.00$                 37
GIA Art (GIAART) 35,506.00$                 35,506.00$                 38
GIA Athletics (GIAATH) + GIA Athletic Dining Dollars 
(GIAADD) 2,367,041.00$            2,356,586.70$            366
GIA Communication Studies (GIACS) 65,093.00$                 65,092.49$                 52
GIA Honors (GIAHNR) 106,517.00$               102,048.00$               77
GIA Integrative Learning (GIAIL) 73,970.00$                 70,250.00$                 25
GIA Journalism (GIAJOU) 29,588.00$                 29,588.00$                 42
GIA Leadership (GIALDR) 15,681.00$                 15,630.00$                 20
GIA Music (GIAMUS) 65,093.00$                 65,093.00$                 35
GIA Theatre Arts (GIATHE) 7,989.00$                   6,928.00$                   7
Honors- Entering Freshman Award (HNRS) 70,300.00$                 59,463.00$                 33
Integrative Learning Scholarship (ILS) 14,200.00$                 53,000.00$                 19
Legacy Scholarship (LGCYP, LGCYS) 6,000.00$                   6,000.00$                   3
Minority Affairs Scholarship (MASA) 9,500.00$                   10,500.00$                 12
Phi Theta Kappa (PHITK) 6,000.00$                   6,000.00$                   2
Presidential Scholars Award (PRES) 560,000.00$               527,490.00$               59
Socio-Economic Disadvantaged Student (SEDS) 300,000.00$               299,500.00$               327
TSA Art (TSAART) 45,580.00$                 45,330.00$                 36
TSA Athletics (TSAATH) 1,245,781.00$            814,309.54$               152
TSA Athletics Gender Equity (TSAGE) 415,937.00$               402,945.90$               91
TSA Communication Studies (TSACS) 44,520.00$                 43,223.60$                 18
TSA Journalism (TSAJOU) 22,260.00$                 22,260.00$                 26
TSA Leadership (TSALDR) 8,340.00$                   8,340.00$                   4
TSA Music (TSAMUS) 74,200.00$                 74,200.00$                 28
TSA Study Abroad (TSASA) 10,000.00$                 8,712.00$                   3
TSA Theatre Arts (TSATHE) 14,840.00$                 13,372.00$                 9
Tuition Grant (TUI) 100,000.00$               100,000.00$               113
TSA Honors (TSAHNR) 75,260.00$                 68,992.50$                 27
Lulu Craig Collier Scholarship (LULU) 25,000.00$                 10,000.00$                 4
EIU4 Scholarship 4,000.00$                   4,000.00$                   4
6,850,709.00$            6,092,358.78$            2176
Foundation Awards SVF's Completed 1,049,649.78$            978,951.30$               790
*amount reflects SVF's completed 
(does not include RFP's and money 
transferred for grants and research 
for students)
Overall Totals: 7,900,358.70$            7,071,310.00$            
2,966 awards given to 
students
